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ABSTRACT 
 

Contact tracing has become one of the most useful tools for fighting the novel Corona Virus 
(COVID-19) pandemic worldwide. The underlining philosophy of contact tracing is determining 
people who have been in contact with infected persons and thus isolate them from becoming 
agents of onward transmission of the virus.  Slow tracing of contacts and inconsistent or inaccurate 
information provided by patients usually leads to the spread of the virus along a trajectory at the 
healthcare systems' blindside. This has led to the proposal of app-based contact tracing solutions.  
This paper proposes an SQL-based framework that transforms simple interaction data entries into 
interaction graphs and applies graph theory to prioritize the contact tracing process. The framework 
returns nodes or individual IDs together with values called Risk_Points to enable individuals' 
selection for isolation and treatment. Results on simulated data show that the proposed framework 
can help slow the virus's rate of transmission. 
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1. INTRODUCTON 
 
Contact tracing has become one of the most 
useful tools for fighting the novel Corona Virus 
(COVID-19) pandemic worldwide. The 
underlining philosophy of contact tracing is 
determining who had been near an infected 
person and thus isolated them, preventing them 
from becoming agents for onward transmission 
of the virus [1,2]. It is believed that the risk of 
infection is highest if one has been within 1.5 to 2 
m of an infected person for at least 10 minutes 
[1]. Various works have explored contact 
tracing's effectiveness in dealing with the 
COVID-19 pandemic [1,2]. However, work by 
Ferretti et al. [3] shows that effective contact 
tracing combined with a large-scale COVID-19 
testing programme might delay the spread of the 
virus or even stop it altogether. 

 
The success of contact tracing in tracking and 
treating infectious diseases has been proven to 
be effective. During the outbreaks of Ebola in 
Africa, contact tracing was a useful tool used to 
track and treat patients [4-7] quickly. The main 
contact tracing approach is made by identifying 
contacts' locations through interviewing patients 
and their acquaintances. The information 
provided by the patient is verified, and their close 
contacts are also tested for the possibility of 
carrying the virus. Such close contacts are 
usually quarantined (isolated) until their status is 
known before releasing them or treating them for 
the virus [4–8] indicated that the dynamics of the 
COVID-19 transmissibility may not yet be fully 
understood. However, identifying patients and 
institutionalizing measures such as social 
distancing can help fight the disease. The 
success of contact tracing is primarily based on 
the accuracy of patients' information and 
effective means of reaching contacts. If patients' 
information is not consistent or inaccurate, it 
usually leads to the spread of the virus along a 
trajectory at the blindside of the healthcare 
system. When the contacting process is slow, 
tracking the virus is also slowed, especially 
transmission by asymptomatic patients.  
Inconsistencies or inaccuracies in the patient's 
information may not be deliberate, but recalling 
all close contacts within a specific period can 
sometimes be challenging. That is, forgetfulness 
and the patients' psychological state may make it 
difficult for them to remember all the people 
he/she may have come near [7]. This has led to 
the proposal of technology to aid in identifying 

proximity contacts.  The smartphone-based 
contact tracing has been proposed for managing 
contacts and hence effectively identifying 
potential infectious people. Olu et al. [6–9] are 
prominent examples of proposed mobile or 
smartphone-based contact management 
systems. Various techniques or approaches such 
as sensitive location data (Global Positioning 
System or radio cell data) have been applied 
using mobile apps. Yasaka et al. [10] suggested: 
“contact points” where smartphone users create 
“checkpoints” by generating Quick Response 
(QR) codes that can be scanned by all other 
users when joining their checkpoint.   
 

Abeler et al. [1] presented a slightly modified 
version of [10-11] concepts of app-based contact 
tracing. Generally, the underlining concepts are 
similar to the checkpoint approach, which use 
proximity information instead of GPS or radio cell 
data. The device works by users sharing their 
COVID-19 status on their app.  Whenever a 
smartphone user (A) who has registered with the 
app on his/her phone comes near another user 
(B), then the IDs are exchanged, and the status 
is communicated if such person does have the 
virus or not. Fig. 1. presents an illustration of how 
user’s smartphones exchange IDs when phones 
are less than 2meters apart. 
 

In Fig. 1, Alice and Bob stay within 2 meters for 
more than 10 minutes and their temporary ID is 
stored on each other phone.  When Alice is 
diagnosed with COVID-19, the system can 
retrieve all the IDs on Alice's phone to trace all 
the people he came in contact with.  The server 
then alerts all phones that have been close to the 
infected persons’ phone. The alerted people 
would still need to contact their local health 
authorities, as their identity is not linked to the 
app. Fig. 2. illustrates a pictorial representation of 
the concept proposed by [1]. 
 

Whether the contact tracing is done manually or 
app-based, there is an underlining representation 
of data that these interactions depict.  This was 
identified in [12] when they proposed the use of 
checkpoints. Of course, the concept of 
checkpoints has been proposed in diverse ways 
such as stationary proximity (banks, restaurants, 
offices, etc) and mobile proximity (buses, trains, 
taxis, etc.). Poojary [12] computes transmission 
graphs of infected patients to help identify 
possible threats.  In turn, these graphs could let 
every user know if any possible transmission 
paths were leading up to the checkpoint they 
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visited and thus their risk of being infected.  This 
app's strength is that it will be able to traverse 
the network of contacts to effectively identify all 
connections to a checkpoint and estimate the 
risk by using the depth from an infected to a 
desired node. The use of networks then provides 
an interesting option to go beyond contact 
tracing. However, the interactions represented by 
the networks or graphs could be a starting point 
for going beyond the current traditional method 
of contact tracing to further reduce the 
transmission rate of the virus, especially among 
asymptotic patients. 
 
The modeling of interactions of entities using 
graphs and trees is not new and has seen 
extensive applications with various degrees of 
success. The application of graph theory to solve 
various problems have underlined various 
models to help provide optimum solutions. The 
use of graphs to estimate the shortest possible 
paths, maximum and minimum flow, traveling 
salesman problem, etc. Numerous algorithms 
that have been proposed to fix such problems 

are common today [13-15]. For example, [16] 
applied graph theory to rank contractors 
successfully. In [17], graph theory was 
successfully used to estimate the shortest 
possible path that Zoomlion-Ghana garbage 
trucks could traverse the road network efficiently 
using minimum time and optimized garbage 
collection from various homes to dumping sites.  
The Contact-Tracing approach, which has 
become a major approach to identifying potential 
Coronavirus carriers, lends itself to a tree-like 
model with patients as nodes [12,18]. Countries 
worldwide have adopted such models and the 
World Health Organization (WHO) approves 
such an approach as one of the effective means 
of dealing with the disease [19]. Keeling                          
[18] for instance, demonstrated how the                     
network information could be used to perform 
contact tracing effectively.  In their work, an 
illustration of graphs or trees presenting duration 
of contact and proximity as well is done.                        
Fig. 3. presents a simple graph of interactions                    
of citizens in the spread of the COVID-19                   
virus. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. A COVID-19 tracing approach via Bluetooth [Source: [1]] 
 

 
Fig. 2. A user can share their data with the server after receiving a COVID-19 diagnosis Source 

[1] 
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Fig. 3. A graph representation of sample contacts of members of society: Source: [18] 
 
Contact tracing, isolation, and treatment have 
become an effective means of slowing the 
spread of COVID-19, but researchers have 
asked how the disease can further be slowed 
and that beyond contact tracing, what else can 
be done [20]?  Mass testing has been proposed 
but, in the instance where resources are limited, 
such as in developing countries, priority testing 
as an alternative to mass testing may be an 
effective means of further slowing the spread.  In 
this paper, a framework for generating 
Risk_Points ranking value is proposed for 
prioritizing contact tracing and mass testing to 
slow further the virus's infection rate given that 
an app-based contact tracing technologies are 
adopted.  Again, the use of Structured Query 
Language (SQL) based graph data as well as 
manipulations to generate this ranking 
information is presented.  The need for SQL 
based graph is important because most app-
based applications will store their data in a 
relational database. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 
The proposed framework extracts interaction 
information from the dataset of the contact 
tracing app.  An interaction graph is generated 
from the interaction information, after which 
graph theory concepts such as adjacent, 
degrees, and paths are used to estimate a value 
called the Risk_Points.  The Risk_Points value 

help identify who must be identified immediately 
for testing. Graph theory principles are employed 
in the proposed framework to prioritize contact 
tracing, and mass are presented next. 
 
Fig. 4. presents a simple graph generated from 
the Contact table and stored in the edge’s 
relation or table.  An edge in a graph represents 
the connection between two nodes.  In this 
proposed framework, personids become nodes, 
and a paired entry of personids in the edges 
table forms an edge.  Therefore, the edges table 
store the graph representing the interaction of 
persons.  
 
Adjacent (neighbours): Two vertices “a” and “b” 
in a graph G are called adjacent (or neighbours) 
in G if {a, b} is an edge of G. Adjacent or 
neighbours of a node in the graph represents 
primary contact. If a person “a” tests positive, 
then person “b” must be identified for testing.  
SQL_2 in the appendix presents an SQL 
statement that lists all the adjacent nodes in the 
interaction graph. 
 
Degree: The degree of a vertex in an undirected 
graph is the number of edges incident with it, 
except that loop at a vertex contributes twice to 
the vertex's degree. Persons or nodes with a 
higher number of degrees are assigned higher 
Risk_Points. SQL 3 presents an SQL statement 
that identifies all nodes and their degrees  
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Isolated vertex: A vertex with a degree of zero 
(0). It follows that the isolated vertex is not 
adjacent to any node.  Isolated nodes do not 
have primary contacts and therefore, the 
framework eliminated them in identifying 
contacts. 
 

Pendant: A vertex is a pendant if and only if it 
has a degree of 1. In selecting persons or nodes 
for testing, the pendant is assigned the least 
Risk_Points. If pendants exist in the interactions 
graph, they will be listed at the bottom of the list 
that SQL 3 in the appendix generates.  However, 
they can be specifically extracted using SQL 4. 
 
In-degree and out-degree are generally related 
to directed graphs where arrows depict the 
direction of the edge. The summation of in-
degree and out-degree is equal to the node's 
degrees and that can be estimated by SQL 3.  
Graphs extracted for the estimation do not 
employ these properties. However, edges are 
weighted that enables the framework to avoid 
retrospective traversal in the network. The 
weights represent the chronological order for 
which interaction occurs. 
 

Regular graphs: A regular graph is a type of 
undirected graph where the degree for all the 
vertices in the graph is the same. The complete 
graph on vertices, denoted by Kn is the simple 
graph that contains exactly one edge between 
each pair of distinct vertices. In the situation 
where the interaction graph is complete, each 
community member is equally susceptible to the 
virus and therefore the RisK_Points will be the 
same for all members.  SQL 5 in the appendix list 
all the nodes in the network when the graph is 
regular or complete. 
 

Cuts vertices (articulated points) and cuts 
edges or bridges:  An undirected graph is called 
connected if there is a path between every pair 
of distinct vertices of the graph. The removal of 
the cut vertex or cutting edges or bridges from a 
connected graph produces a not connected 
subgraph.  Cuts in the interactions are assigned 
higher Risk_Points.  SQL 6 presents an SQL 
statement that identifies potentials cuts in the 
networks.  
 
Cycle:  The cycle Cn, n >= 3, consists of n 
vertices v1, v2, ….,vn  and edges {v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, 
… ,{vn-1, vn} and {vn,v1}.  When the graph is not 
complete, the vertices that form a cycle in the 
graph are assigned higher Risk_Points. A wheel 
Wn is obtained when we add a vertex to the cycle 

Cn, for n>= 3, and connect this new vertex to 
each of the n vertices in Cn, by the new edge. 
 
The center of the wheel is assigned higher 
Risk_Points. 
 
Path: Given two nodes or vertices, a path exists 
between them if a collection of edges links the 
vertices.  Thus, a path contains the vertices 
vo,v1,..vk and edges (vo,v1),(v1,v2),…,(vk-1,vk).  A 
path of length k from a vertex u to a vertex u’ in a 
graph G = (V, E) is a sequence {v0, v1, v2,…,vk} 
of vertices such that u=v0, u’=vk, and (vi-1,vi)  E 
for i=1,2,…,k.  The length of the path is the 
number of edges in the path. A path is simple if 
all the vertices in the path are distinct. 
 
Path Length (k):  For simplicity in the interaction 
graph, we assign specific names to paths of 
certain lengths.  The path with length zero (0) will 
be assigned to the initial vertex. The adjacent 
nodes of a specific node will have a length of 1.  
The length can be used to describe the 
respective depth of contact to a particular 
person. The length and descriptions can be 
presented as follows: 
 
Length  Description 
0 Root node 
1 Primary Contact 
2 Secondary Contact 
3 Tertiary Contact 
4 Quaternary 

 
SQL 6–8 presents various SQL statements that 
can select all possible paths between nodes with 
respective lengths of interest.  The path length of 
1 has already been discussed as adjacent 
nodes. 
 

2.1 Generation of Graph from Persons’ 
Interaction Dataset 

 
The proposed framework relies on the datasets 
generated by app-based contact tracing tools.  
The framework's input is a relational database 
table with three (3) relevant fields storing entity 
IDs, location IDs, and the period a contact 
happened.  The Unique ID for a person, Unique 
ID for an instance of contact (venue or location 
where the distance between entities happens to 
be less than a meter for a minimum of 10 
minutes), and the period (date and time) that a 
Unique ID was at that specific contact instance.  
Table 1 represents an instance of the tblContact 
table in the database. 
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Fig. 4. A simple graph 
 

Table 1. Contact relation with sample data 
 

Personid Locationid Period 
A X 2020-04-23  18:00:00 
B X 2020-04-23  18:30:00 
C X 2020-04-23  18:10:00 
D X 2020-04-23  18:20:00 
B Y 2020-04-24  18:00:00 
F Y 2020-04-24  18:20:00 
C Z 2020-04-24  18:00:00 
E Z 2020-04-24  18:10:00 

 
2.1.1 Algorithm for extracting graph 

 
The interaction graph is extracted from the 
tblContact table by  

 
1. Select all interactions within the last 14 

days.  Sort the list in ascending order. 
2. Group your selection in step 1 by the 

locationid. 
3. For each locationid, group persons whose 

interaction period is less than the specified 
minimum time for possible transmission of 
the disease. In this instance, 10 minutes is 
selected. 

4. For each group identified in step 3, extract 
pairs of personids that meet the time frame 
specified. 

5. Store the pair values as edges with each of 
the personid as nodes in the database's 
edges tables. 

 

SQL 1 in the Appendix is used to generate the 
edges table. The edge table or relation stores all 
the interactions which represent the network. The 
chronological order of interactions is numbered 
and used as the weight of edges. Table 2. 
represents an example of entry values on the 
edge tables. 

Table 2. An extract from edges relation 
 

node_a node_b Weight 
A B 1 
C B 2 

 
 

Fig. 5. A sample wheel graph 
 

2.2 Risk_Points Estimation 
 
The proposed framework uses a value called 
Risk Points to determine which person in the 
interaction graph must be selected for testing. 
The points are estimated by evaluating the 
degree, pendant, regular graphs, complete 
graph, cycle, wheels, and cuts vertices 
(articulated) properties of the graph.  The formula 
is simplified by identifying all the possible paths 
formed up to the 4

th
 path length from a given 

node and then registering the second node in 
each path. The selected nodes’ frequencies are 
used as Risk Points values. The main principle 
behind the formula is that nodes that participate 
a lot in interactions will have high frequencies 
and therefore, can be used as an estimate for 
reporting a vulnerability. 
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Algorithm 1. Prioritization primary contacts of positive COVID-19 case 
 

0 Create AdjacentList 

1 Let vo be vertex that test positive for COVID-19 

2 Extract all paths to the 4th length starting from v0 (v0, v1, v2, v3, v4). Use SQL 8 

3 Add v1s in all the paths in (2) to AdjacentList 

4 Extract all paths to the 3rd length starting from v0 (v0, v1, v2, v3). Use SQL7 

5 Add v1s in all the paths in (4) to Adjacent List 

6 Extract all paths to the 2nd length starting from v0 (v0, v1, v2). Use SQL 7 

7 Add v1s in all the paths in (6) to AdjacentList 

8 Extract all paths to the 1st length starting from v0 (v0, v1). Use SQL 2 

9 Add v1s in all the paths in (8) to AdjacentList 

10 Determine the frequency of vertices in AdjacentList and sort in descending order 

11 Use the AdjacentList in the order of appearance to locate members of the community, with 
person IDs on top of the list given the highest priority. 

 
Algorithm 2. Priority mass testing selection 

 

 Create List 
 For each entity (node), determine its adjacent nodes and their Risk_Points 
 Determine the sum of Risk_Points for each adjacent node determine above 
 Sort the list in descending order to identify persons with high Risk_Points. 

 
Two algorithms for identifying members to test 
for COVID-19 are presented in the proposed 
framework. In Algorithm 1, the framework 
accepts a vertex, v0, that has tested positive for 
COVID-19 as input and generates a list of 
entities and their Risk Points. The design 
prioritizes adjacent nodes or primary contacts by 
evaluating their interactions with other vertices.  
Priority is given to primary contact that has a lot 
of edges to the quaternary level from vo. All the 
primary contacts will be selected for testing, but 
the framework ensures nodes with many 
secondary, tertiary, and quaternary interactions 
are given high Risk_Points values.   
 
The adjacent list presented in Algorithm 1 
smartly orders the primary contacts so that 
primary contacts with a lot of further contact 
interactions to the 3

rd
 length may potentially be 

spreading the disease and therefore will have to 
be immediately tested to track the disease 
effectively.  SQL 10 in the appendix presents the 
SQL statement that implements Algorithm 1. 
 
Algorithm 2. scans through the contact 
interactions and uses vertices' characteristics to 
select nodes’ whose positive testing for COVID-
19 may be disastrous. 
 
Algorithm 2 evaluates the Risk_Points values for 
all the nodes in the network.  These values assist 

in prioritizing the identification and selection                      
of community members for mass testing                        
for COVID-19.  SQL 11 in the appendix                
presents the SQL statement that implements 
Algorithm 2. 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The dataset used to test the proposed framework 
was generated from a simulated scenario. 10 
persons, 10 unique locations, and a time interval 
of 5 minutes for 5 hours were generated. A set of 
Unique IDs {PID01, PID02, PID03, PID04, 
PID05, PID06, PID07, PID08, PID09, and PID10} 
were assigned to 10 people. A set of unique 
location ids {LID01, LID02, LID03, LID04, LID05, 
LID06, LID07, LID08, LID09, and LID10} were 
assigned to the various locations an individual 
could be found. The neglist table stores 
personids that test negative for COVID-19 to 
eliminate them from the extracted network or 
graph. Table 3. presents the capturing of 
persons and their location for 5 hours. 
 
From Table 3, the time interval between two 
entry values is 5 minutes, but in a real-world 
scenario, this will change. There will be instances 
where the time difference may be less than a 
minute or more than 10 minutes. However, the 
5minutes interval was selected to evaluate the 
proposed framework. 
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Table 3. Sample data on interactions in the tblcontact 
 

Personid Locationid Period 
PID01 LID01 20/07/2020 06:00 
PID02 LID02 20/07/2020 06:05 
PID03 LID03 20/07/2020 06:10 
PID04 LID04 20/07/2020 06:15 
PID05 LID05 20/07/2020 06:20 
PID06 LID06 20/07/2020 06:25 
PID07 LID07 20/07/2020 06:30 
PID08 LID08 20/07/2020 06:35 
PID09 LID09 20/07/2020 06:40 
PID10 LID10 20/07/2020 06:45 
PID09 LID02 20/07/2020 06:50 
PID02 LID06 20/07/2020 06:55 
PID05 LID01 20/07/2020 07:00 
PID04 LID10 20/07/2020 07:05 
PID08 LID04 20/07/2020 07:10 
PID10 LID05 20/07/2020 07:15 
PID06 LID08 20/07/2020 07:20 
PID07 LID09 20/07/2020 07:25 
PID09 LID04 20/07/2020 07:30 
PID04 LID07 20/07/2020 07:35 
PID04 LID08 20/07/2020 07:40 
PID06 LID06 20/07/2020 07:45 
PID03 LID02 20/07/2020 07:50 
PID03 LID06 20/07/2020 07:55 
PID04 LID10 20/07/2020 08:00 
PID01 LID01 20/07/2020 08:05 
PID04 LID03 20/07/2020 08:10 
PID01 LID04 20/07/2020 08:15 
PID01 LID05 20/07/2020 08:20 
PID02 LID06 20/07/2020 08:25 
PID07 LID07 20/07/2020 08:30 
PID04 LID05 20/07/2020 08:35 
PID10 LID08 20/07/2020 08:40 
PID06 LID01 20/07/2020 08:45 
PID05 LID01 20/07/2020 08:50 
PID05 LID09 20/07/2020 08:55 
PID01 LID10 20/07/2020 09:00 
PID04 LID07 20/07/2020 09:05 
PID02 LID03 20/07/2020 09:10 
PID09 LID03 20/07/2020 09:15 
PID04 LID09 20/07/2020 09:20 
PID07 LID07 20/07/2020 09:25 
PID02 LID08 20/07/2020 09:30 
PID07 LID03 20/07/2020 09:35 
PID06 LID10 20/07/2020 09:40 
PID08 LID02 20/07/2020 09:45 
PID05 LID04 20/07/2020 09:50 
PID08 LID03 20/07/2020 09:55 
PID09 LID06 20/07/2020 10:00 
PID07 LID03 20/07/2020 10:05 
PID01 LID10 20/07/2020 10:10 
PID01 LID10 20/07/2020 10:15 
PID04 LID04 20/07/2020 10:20 
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Personid Locationid Period 
PID09 LID01 20/07/2020 10:25 
PID08 LID09 20/07/2020 10:30 
PID09 LID09 20/07/2020 10:35 
PID08 LID08 20/07/2020 10:40 
PID04 LID01 20/07/2020 10:45 
PID02 LID09 20/07/2020 10:50 
PID04 LID03 20/07/2020 10:55 

 

Table 4. presents the set of all edges extracted 
from the tblContact table in Table 3.  The node_a 
and node_b fields on the table stores the pair of 
nodes that form an edge. The Weight field store 
the chronological order that an instance of 
contact occurred.   
 
48 edges were extracted from the tbl Contact 
table. This was done by using location and the 
time interval of an hour between two persons at 
a specific location. The graph is presented in Fig. 
6. The nodes in the graph represent individuals, 
and the edges represent instances of contact. 
The weight of the graph represents the 
chronological order of instances of contact. In 
Fig. 6, an edge may have more than one weight 
value. This indicates that two nodes have more 
than an instance of interaction. An example of 
such 2 nodes are PID07 and PID04. 
 
In Table 5, the vertices and their degrees are 
presented. This information helps in prioritizing 
the identification of members of the community 
for testing. However, the degree is not the only 
information used for prioritizing selection. The 
current contact tracing techniques being used to 
combat COVID19 select adjacent nodes without 
any priority. 
 
The interaction graph in Fig. 6. is simplified by 
merging several edges into one. The value(s) 
attached to an edge depicts the number of edges 

combined to form that edge. Node PID04, has 
the highest number of edges, while PID10 has 
the least. Tables 6, 7 and 8 present the                       
priority contact tracing list when PID07, PID04, 
and PID10 test positive for COVID-19, 
respectively. Algorithm-I was used to generate 
the table. 
 
Algorithm 2 generated Table 9, which contains all 
the nodes in the network and their Risk_Points to 
help identify the community members who may 
be vulnerable. Table 5 shows that the PID 04 
and PID10 have degrees of 15 and 4 
respectively, but have 132 and 87 points on the 
general risk_points estimation in Table 9. These 
values put PID04 and PID10 on the 3

rd
 and 6

th
 

positions, respectively for testing. 
 
Fig. 7. presents the entities and their risk_points 
from Fig. 6. From the results, there is no direct 
relationship between the degree of nodes and 
their risk points.   
 
In Table 8. we have the list of all adjacent nodes 
of PID04 and their Risk_Points.  8 out of the 9 
nodes in the network were identified as having 
the potential of being infected with the disease 
from PID04.  PID03 is the only node that has no 
direct contact with PID04.  PID08 is assigned the 
highest risk value when PID04 tests positive; 
however, on the degree table, PID08 has a 
degree of 10.  The value is lower than that of 

 
Table 4. Edges extracted from the contact table 

 

node_a node_b Weight 

PID02 PID09 1 

PID06 PID02 2 

PID01 PID05 3 

PID10 PID04 4 

PID04 PID08 5 

PID05 PID10 6 

PID08 PID06 7 

PID09 PID07 8 

PID08 PID09 9 

PID06 PID04 10 
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node_a node_b Weight 

PID02 PID06 11 

PID09 PID03 12 

PID02 PID03 13 

PID06 PID03 14 

PID09 PID01 15 

PID06 PID02 16 

PID03 PID02 17 

PID04 PID07 18 

PID01 PID04 19 

PID04 PID10 20 

PID01 PID06 21 

PID01 PID05 22 

PID06 PID05 23 

PID04 PID01 24 

PID07 PID04 25 

PID04 PID02 26 

PID02 PID09 27 

PID05 PID04 28 

PID04 PID07 29 

PID10 PID02 30 

PID02 PID07 31 

PID09 PID07 32 

PID01 PID06 33 

PID02 PID08 34 

PID09 PID08 35 

PID07 PID08 36 

PID02 PID07 37 

PID09 PID07 38 

PID08 PID07 39 

PID06 PID01 40 

PID06 PID01 41 

PID05 PID04 42 

PID08 PID09 43 

PID09 PID04 44 

PID08 PID02 45 

PID09 PID02 46 

PID08 PID04 47 

PID07 PID04 48 

 
PID09, but PID09 has the least Risk Points when 
PID04 test positive. If degrees of nodes are the 
only means of prioritizing, then PID02 should 
have been the entity with the highest Risk_Points 
when PID04 test positive. PID09 has the least 
result because the only edge existing between 
the nodes (PID09 and PID04) weights 44. The 
11 edges formed with PID09 has weights of (15, 
12, 35, 43, 9, 8, 36, 1, 27, 46, 32). 10 out of the 
11 edges do have weight values less than 44.  
This suggests that 10 of the contacts between 
PID09 had occurred before that of PID04.  The 

other edge with the weight 46 formed by (PID09 
and PID02) has fewer consequences since 
PID02 is an adjacent node to PID04 and 
therefore its risk of contracting the disease will be 
more probable from PID04 directly, rather than 
through PID09.  Again, the secondary, tertiary, 
and quaternary path lengths generated by the 
algorithm are used to estimate adjacent nodes' 
frequencies in these paths to help generate the 
risk_points values in Tables 6 – 9. The 
framework assigns lower points to PID09 while 
higher points to PID08.  
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Fig. 6. Interaction network extracted from tblcontact table 

 
Table 5. Various vertices and degrees 

 

Vertex Degree 
PID04 15 
PID02 14 
PID09 12 
PID06 11 
PID07 11 
PID08 10 
PID01 9 
PID05 6 
PID03 4 
PID10 4 

 
Table 6. Primary contacts nodes and their risk_points when node PID 07 test positive for 

COVID-19 
 

Node Risk Points 
PID04 28 
PID08 9 
PID09 3 
PID02 2 
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Table 7. Primary contacts nodes and their risk_points when node PID 04 test positive for 
COVID-19 

 

Node Risk Points 
PID08 48 
PID07 31 
PID02 31 
PID10 13 
PID01 5 
PID05 2 
PID06 1 
PID09 1 

 
Table 8. Primary contacts nodes and their risk_points when node PID10 test positive for 

COVID-19 
 

Node Risk_Points   
PID04 68 
PID02 18 
PID05 1 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Entities degrees and risk_points of the graph in Fig. 6. 
 

Table 9. Nodes and their risk_points 
 

Node Risk_Points 
PID06 155 
PID02 147 
PID04 132 
PID08 100 
PID09 90 
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Node Risk_Points 
PID10 87 
PID01 65 
PID07 42 
PID03 34 
PID05 24  

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
A framework for prioritizing contact testing for 
COVID-19 and other infectious viruses is 
presented in this paper. The proposed 
framework relies on the interaction dataset 
stored by app-based contact tracing tools.  It 
extracts interaction networks from the dataset for 
which edges’ weights represent the chronological 
order of interactions. In the traditional approach 
of contact tracing, suspected cases do have the 
same alert signal. This makes it challenging to be 
head of the disease because the cases are not 
prioritized. The proposed framework assigns risk 
points to all contacts and can help healthcare 
workers decide each suspected case's urgencies 
and handle them accordingly. Experimental 
results show that the number of primary contacts 
does not necessarily result in high risk points. 
However, the time of contacts and the 
secondary, tertiary, and quaternary interactions 
influence an individual's potential of being 
infected with the virus.  Therefore, the framework 
can improve the contact tracing process and 
hence help curb the exponential spread of the 
disease. 
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APPENDIX 
 

SQL 1. Generate edges from tbl contact 
 

Delete from edges; 
Alter Table edges AUTO_INCREMENT = 1; 
Insert into edges (node_a, node_b)selecta.personid as node_a, b.personid as node_b from contact as 
a, contact as b where a.locationid  = b.locationid and timestampdiff(MINUTE, a.period, b.period) 
between 0 and 120 and a.personid != b.personid and timestampdiff(DAY, a.period, 
CURRENT_DATE) <= 14 and timestampdiff(DAY, b.period, CURRENT_DATE) <= 14 
Delete from edges; 
Alter Table edges AUTO_INCREMENT =  1; 
Insert into edges (node_a, node_b)selecta.personid as node_a, b.personid as node_b from contact as 
a, contact as b where a.locationid  = b.locationid and timestampdiff(MINUTE, a.period, b.period) 
between 0 and 120 and a.personid != b.personid and timestampdiff(DAY, a.period, 
CURRENT_DATE) <= 14 and timestampdiff (DAY, b.period, CURRENT_DATE) <= 14 and a.personid 
not in (select * from neglist) and b.personid not in (Select * from neglist); 

 
SQL 1. Generate edges from tbl contact 

 

Delete from edges; 
Alter Table edges AUTO_INCREMENT =  1; 
Insert into edges (node_a, node_b)selecta.personid as node_a, b.personid as node_b from contact as 
a, contact as b where a.locationid  = b.locationid and timestampdiff(MINUTE, a.period, b.period) 
between 0 and 60 and a.personid != b.personid and timestampdiff(DAY, a.period, CURRENT_DATE) 
<= 14 and timestampdiff(DAY, b.period, CURRENT_DATE) <= 14; 
Delete from edges; 
Alter Table edges AUTO_INCREMENT =  1; 
Insert into edges (node_a, node_b)selecta.personid as node_a, b.personid as node_b from contact as 
a, contact as b where a.locationid  = b.locationid and timestampdiff(MINUTE, a.period, b.period) 
between 0 and 60 and a.personid != b.personid and timestampdiff(DAY, a.period, CURRENT_DATE) 
<= 14 and timestampdiff(DAY, b.period, CURRENT_DATE) <= 14 and a.personid not in (select * from 
neglist) and b.personid not in (Select * from neglist); 

  
SQL 2. Generate adjacent nodes of a particular node 

 

 Select distinct node_b as adjacent from edges where node_a = 'A' union Select distinct node_a 
as Adjacent from edges where node_b = 'A' 

 
SQL 3. Generate degrees for each vertex in the graph 

 

 Select vertex, sum(degree) as degree from (select distinct node_a as vertex, count(node_a) as 
degree from edges group by node_a UNION ALL select distinct node_b as vertex, 
count(node_b) as degree from edges group by node_b) As Deg group by vertex order by 
degree desc 

 
SQL 4. Select pendant nodes 

 

 select * from (Select vertex, sum(degree) as degree from (select distinct node_a as vertex, 
count(node_a) as degree from edges group by node_a UNION ALL select distinct node_b as 
vertex, count(node_b) as degree from edges group by node_b) As Deg group by vertex) as 
Pendant where Pendant.degree = 1 
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SQL 5. Regular graphs 
 

Select * from  
(Select vertex, sum(degree) as degrees from (select distinct node_a as vertex, count(node_a) as 
degree from edges group by node_a UNION ALL select distinct node_b as vertex, count(node_b) as 
degree from edges group by node_b) As Deg group by vertex order by degree desc) As tblDegrees 
where degrees = (select max(degrees) from (Select vertex, sum(degree) as degrees from (select 
distinct node_a as vertex, count(node_a) as degree from edges group by node_a UNION ALL select 
distinct node_b as vertex, count(node_b) as degree from edges group by node_b) As Deg group by 
vertex order by degree desc) As tblDegrees) 
AND 
degrees = (select min(degrees) from (Select vertex, sum(degree) as degrees from (select distinct 
node_a as vertex, count(node_a) as degree from edges group by node_a UNION ALL select distinct 
node_b as vertex, count(node_b) as degree from edges group by node_b) As Deg group by vertex 
order by degree desc) As tblDegrees) 

 
SQL 6. Secondary contact (path length of 2) 

 

 select a.node_a as Suspected, a.node_b as Primary_Contact, b.node_bSecondary_Contact 
from edges as a, edges as b where a.node_b = b.node_a and a.weight<b.weight order by 
Suspected 

 
SQL 7. Tertiary contact (path length of 3) 

 

 select a.node_a as Suspected, a.node_b as Primary_Contact, b.node_bSecondary_Contact, 
c.node_b as Tertiary_Contact from edges as a, edges as b, edges as c where a.node_b = 
b.node_a and b.node_b=c.node_a and a.Weight<b.Weight and b.weight<c.Weight 

 
SQL 8. Quaternary contact (path length of 4) 
 

 select a.node_a as Suspected, a.node_b as Primary_Contact, b.node_bSecondary_Contact, 
c.node_b as Tertiary_Contact, d.node_b as Quaternary_Contact from edges as a, edges as b, 
edges as c, edges as d where a.node_b = b.node_a and b.node_b=c.node_a and c.node_b = 
d.node_a and a.Weight<b.Weight and b.weight<c.Weight and c.Weight<d.Weight 

 
SQL 9. Identify potential cuts 

 

Select Primary_Contact, Secondary_Contact, count(Tertiary_Contact) as Freq from (select a.node_a 
as Suspected, a.node_b as Primary_Contact, b.node_bSecondary_Contact, c.node_b as 
Tertiary_Contact from edge as a, edge as b, edge as c where a.node_b = b.node_a and 
b.node_b=c.node_a order by Suspected, Primary_Contact, Secondary_Contact, Tertiary_Contact) As 
G group by Primary_Contact, Secondary_Contact order by Freq DESC 

 
SQL 10. SQL implementation of algorithm 1 

 

Select AL4 as Node, count(AL4) as Risk_Points from  
((select a.node_b as AL4 from edges as a, edges as b, edges as c, edges as d where a.node_b = 
b.node_a and b.node_b=c.node_a and c.node_b = d.node_a and a.Weight<b.Weight and 
b.weight<c.Weight and c.Weight<d.Weight and a.node_a = 'A') 
UNION ALL 
(select a.node_b as AL3 from edges as a, edges as b, edges as c where a.node_b = b.node_a and 
b.node_b=c.node_a and a.Weight<b.Weight and b.weight<c.Weight and a.node_a = 'A') 
UNION ALL 
(select a.node_b as AL2 from edges as a, edges as b where a.node_b = b.node_a and 
a.Weight<b.Weight and a.node_a = 'A') 
UNION ALL 
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(Select node_b as AL1 from edges where node_a = 'A')  
UNION ALL 
(Select node_a as AL0 from edges where node_b = 'A')) As Paths 
group by AL4 order by Risk_PointsDesc 

 
SQL 11. SQL implementation of algorithm 2 

 

Select AL4 as Node, count(AL4) as Risk_Points from  
((select a.node_a as AL4 from edges as a, edges as b, edges as c, edges as d where a.node_b = 
b.node_a and b.node_b=c.node_a and c.node_b = d.node_a and a.Weight<b.Weight and 
b.weight<c.Weight and c.Weight<d.Weight) 
UNION ALL 
(select a.node_a as AL3 from edges as a, edges as b, edges as c where a.node_b = b.node_a and 
b.node_b=c.node_a and a.Weight<b.Weight and b.weight<c.Weight) 
UNION ALL 
(select a.node_a as AL2 from edges as a, edges as b where a.node_b = b.node_a and 
a.Weight<b.Weight) 
UNION ALL 
(Select node_b as AL1 from edges)  
UNION ALL 
(Select node_a as AL0 from edges)) As Paths 
group by AL4 order by Risk_PointsDesc 
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